FIGURE 1
Push bracket onto the rear notch of the slide.

FIGURE 3
Extend the rear bracket until it contacts the rear wall of the cabinet.
Install #8 pan head screw through the vertical slot to the cabinet rear wall. Screw hole location as shown in figure 3A.

Ordering/Packaging Information
Face frame brackets are ordered as a kit, or in bulk. Brackets are provided in clear zinc finish.
To order the kit, specify part number 4180-0656-XE. Each kit contains 2 rear brackets, 6 each #8 x 5/8” screws and one installation sheet in a polybag.
To order in bulk, specify part number 4180-0655-XE. Brackets are packed 120 each with screws in a polybag.
Note: RoHS Compliant
Specifications, materials, prices, terms and delivery are subjected to change without notice.
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